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ROUND 4 QUICK QUOTES  
February 18, 2024 
 
LUKE LIST  ( -14) 
 
 
Q.  How would you kind of characterize today?  
 
LUKE LIST:  Yeah, I got off to a great start with eagle on the first, couldn't have scripted a 
better front nine. The cardinal sin on 10 is missing right and I did that yesterday and 
unfortunately did that again today. Hit a really great second shot. That bogey really kind of 
stung a little bit. To par 11 every single day this week also hurt a little bit because I knew you 
got 12 through 15 that are playing really tough. Unfortunately, left myself in some bad 
positions. I was able to scramble all week and today I wasn't as well. Amazing week, I 
played great. If I can continue to putt like that and have that attitude, I'll be up there a lot. 
 
Q.  Did that bogey on 10 rattle you at all? 
 
LUKE LIST:  No, I don't think so. I hit a good first putt, it was just kind of a tricky read a little 
bit. No, I felt pretty good. I think the bigger shot was the par on 11. I had a 5-iron in my 
hands and to short-side myself there just really hurt. I think if I made birdie there I might 
have a little more momentum in the tough holes. But I played really well and was happy to 
just give a little pressure, but Hideki, the 62 today, it's pretty tough to chase that.  
 
Q.  I know it's tough right now, but do you take a lot of positives out of this week? 
 
LUKE LIST:  Yeah, no question. I'll learn from it a little bit, how to handle my emotions and 
try to keep improving. It's just fun to be in the mix, especially in a big tournament like this. I 
look forward to trying to get back the next one.  
 
Q.  Some guys really struggled with the putter out here. You had a good week. Just 
golf, chance? 
 
LUKE LIST:  I lived out here for a little bit and putted on some poa annua and kind of 
changed my perspective on it. I won at Torrey, that was my first one, on bumpier poa annua 
than this.  
 
These greens were fantastic all week, the superintendent did an unbelievable job and the 
course is just mint. To putt on poa annua, I think it's one of the better surfaces, you just have 
to try to train your head to read it a little differently. Fortunately, I had a really good putting 
week.  
 
Q.  What do you do differently? 
 
LUKE LIST:  I think it's just speed. There's a low point on No. 6 of the golf course here and 
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everything kind of just feeds its way there, so you could have a couple putts that look like it 
breaks one way, but you have to keep in mind the low point of the golf course and that was 
really beneficial knowing that all week, and all the rounds I played here over the years really 
helped this week. 
 
Q.  When you, after 54 holes, are looking at the leaderboard, do you ever consider like 
that's probably too far down for someone to come back from? How do you kind of 
think through those things? 
 
LUKE LIST:  I don't have quite all the accolades that the top guys do, but I still consider 
myself a very good player and I wouldn't be here if I didn't trust in that.  
 
Looking at those names, I was really confident that if I could get off to good start that I could 
be in the mix, and I was for a little bit. Unfortunately a few bogeys there cost me.  
 
I didn't really have a number in mind, I was just trying to make as many birdies and keep one 
foot in front of the other. Was able to do that for most of the day. Unfortunately I really didn't 
think it was that too far back. I felt like there was some birdies out there to be had, like I 
showed, and next time I'll hopefully keep it going. 
 
Q.  You're going to end up making like 1.8 million for this week. Is that wild? 
 
LUKE LIST:  Yeah, these elevated events are pretty strong, right, and I think that the Tour's 
done a really good job of getting sponsors and the right people behind it to kind of combat 
what LIV is doing and give an opportunity for these top guys to make their due. That's 
obviously a nice bonus. The trophy would have been a lot better bonus, but maybe next 
year.  
 


